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QUESTION 1

A requirement states that when an assignment is in review, its work status is set to Open-Review. 

Which two steps do you perform to implement this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a field value rule for the Open-Review status 

B. Add a data to the process to apply the Open-Review status before reaching the appropriate assignment 

C. Add Open-Review as an allowed status on the case type rule 

D. Apply the Open-Review status to the appropriate assignments 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Users are spending excess time researching duplicate cases to determine whether to process or resolve the cases. 

Which two options allow you to reduce the number of potential duplicate cases? (Choose two.) 

A. Decrease the weighting threshold 

B. Increase the weights of the weighting conditions 

C. Increase the weighting threshold 

D. Decrease the weights of the weighting conditions 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

The ruleset list for an application consists of the following rulesets, ordered from highest to lowest: 

1. 

SelfService:01-01 

2. 

TGB-HR:01-01 

3. 

TGB:01-01 

A rule with an Apply to: class of TGB-HR-SelfService-Work-TimeOff references a rule named EnterTimeOffDates. The
four instances of EnterTimeOffDates in the rules cache are shown in the following table. 
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Which instance of EnterTimeOffDates is chosen during rule resolution? 

A. TGB .EnterTimeOffDates(TGB:01-01-02) 

B. TGB-HR-SelfService-Work-TimeOff .EnterTimeOffDates(SelfService:01-01-02) 

C. TGB-HR-SelfService-Work-TimeOff .EnterTimeOffDates(SelfService:01-01-01) 

D. TGB-HR-SelfService-Work .EnterTimeOffDates(SelfService:01-01-01) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A client wants to replace the Pega 7 logo in the Case Manager and Case Worker portals. Instead of using the company
logo, the client wants you to use the logos for each the company\\'s operating subsidiaries ?a user in the ABC
subsidiary sees the logo for ABC, and a user in the XYZ subsidiary sees the XYZ logo. 

How do you replace the Pega logo with the appropriate logo for each operating subsidiary? 

A. Create a portal header for each division 

B. Create a skin for each division 

C. Create a portal record for each division 

D. Create a harness for each division 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An application contains a rule with an Apply to: class of TGB-HRApps-Work-Review in a locked ruleset. When updating
the application, you save the existing rule into a new minor version of the ruleset this time applied to class TGB so it can
be used by more than one application. 

How do you prevent the application from using the rule in TGB-HRApps-Work-Review? 

A. Save an additional new version of the rule applied to TGB and set the availability of the rule to "Final" 

B. Save an additional new version of the rule applied to TGB-HRApps-Work-Review and set the availability of the rule to
"Withdrawn" 
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C. Save an additional new version of the rule applied to TGB-HRApps-Work-Review and set the availability of the rule to
"Not available" 

D. Save an additional new version of the rule applied to TGB-HRApps-Work-Review and set the availability of the rule to
"Blocked" 

Correct Answer: B 
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